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Spaceborne whistler mode (WM) wave injection experiments offer unique ways to investigate some of the 

outstanding problems in magnetospheric physics: (1) physics of nonlinear wave-particle interactions, (2) ducted 

and nonducted WM propagation, (3) factors governing penetration of WM signals to the ground, and (4) properties 

of a very low frequency (VLF) antenna operating in the nonlinear regime at high voltages in space. Whistler mode 

radio sounding from space provides a novel method to measure field-aligned electron and ion densities and density 

structures [1]. In this paper, we discuss the feasibility of various WM wave injection and radio sounding 

experiments (3-50 kHz) from the Demonstration and Science Experiments (DSX) satellite (6000-to-12,000 km, 

42° inclination) [2]. 

 

Using the Stanford 2-D ray tracing program,  we present simulations of DSX signals propagating in whistler mode 

to investigate the various scenarios and likelihood of: (1) DSX signals returning to DSX as echoes; (2) DSX signal 

reception on the ground; and (3) DSX signal reception on other satellites.  We performed ray tracings when DSX 

was located (1) inside the plasmasphere at L = 2.8, λm = 0°, and (2) outside the plasmasphere at L = 6, λm = 50°.   

 

Ray tracing simulations predict four types of echoes when DSX transmits in the whistler mode frequency range: 

(1) magnetospherically reflected (MR), (2) normally incident specularly reflected (NI-SR), (3) obliquely incident 

specularly reflected (OI-SR), and (4) plasmapause guided (PP). Based on our experience with WM radio sounding 

from IMAGE, we expect to detect these echoes on DSX. Characteristic dispersion and cutoff frequencies of these 

four types of echoes permit the determination of electron density, ion composition, and location and scale sizes of 

density irregularities in the magnetosphere [1].   

 

Ray tracing results also show that DSX signal can reach the ground by three distinct mechanisms: (a) nonducted 

propagation at small wave normal angles, (b) nonducted propagation at large wave normal angles, followed by a 

mode conversion process involving field-aligned irregularities (FAI), and (c) ducted propagation. Estimates of the 

magnetic field strength of the DSX signal reaching the ground indicate that the most likely mechanisms by which 

detectable DSX signals (~10 fT/Hz1/2) may reach the ground are: (1)  nighttime nonducted propagation followed 

by a mode conversion by FAI when DSX is inside the plasmasphere and f~15 kHz, where f is the signal frequency, 

and (2) nighttime ducted propagation when DSX is outside the plasmasphere and f~3 kHz. Our results show that 

a receiver located within ~300 km of the ionospheric exit location of the DSX signal should detect the DSX signal.  

 

Raytracing calculations show that DSX signals can reach other low altitude satellites, such as CASSIOPE (325-to-

1500-km), and high altitude satellites, such as ARASE (~ 460-to-32,000km). With the expected longitudinal 

spread of <30° for rays injected from a satellite [3], the conjunction experiments with CASSIOPE/ARASE should 

be planned when their longitudes are within ~30° of DSX longitude. Such conjunction experiments will permit 

studies of wave-particle interactions, WM wave propagation, and electric antennas at VLF frequencies.   

 

We discuss the implications of our results for addressing the fundamental problems mentioned above. 
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